
In a connected economy, organizations need to be proactive in preventing and mitigating the impacts of a 

cyber attack. Understanding the current state of your environment allows you to identify your vulnerabilities, 

and focus efforts on remediation in the right areas.

A cybersecurity health check provides a budget friendly assessment through a two-prong approach, 

reviewing both the business and technical areas of your environment. The result is a report that allows you 

to have the confidence in the areas that are doing well while addressing potential gaps. Our team of experts 

include CISSP, CISA, CIPT, and other key certifications to provide you with quality results. 

When  Was Your  Last  
Cybersecur i t y Check up?
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Learn  M ore
To learn more, visit us at www.cai.io

        inquire@cai.io

        +1 (888) 824 ? 8111

About  CAI
CAI is a purpose-driven business technology services firm committed to driving customer 

innovation, helping our associates grow, and being a positive force in the communities 

where we live and work.

Governance & Controls
The benchmark of every cybersecurity program are the 

policies, procedures, and controls in place. Our approach is 

to map your existing environment to the universally 

accepted Cybersecurity Framework (CSF). As we identify the 

maturity of your controls, they are tracked in a web-based 

tool available to you after the assessment. This allows you 

to continuously monitor your progress, as well as update 

your status and maturity rating as gaps are addressed. 

Technical Assessment
Your network is the backbone of your organization's most 

precious asset: data. Your network grants access to critical 

information such as client data, personnel and financial 

information, as well as intellectual property. CAI performs an 

ethical hack of your network identifying potential areas that 

malicious actors could exploit. We perform this against your 

external Internet facing environment, your internal network, 

as well as your wireless network to provide a comprehensive 

approach.  

Find out the health of your security before the next breach.
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